AbshaI-Sometimes a Compact Disc player fails to operate when a disc with a scratch or a fingerprint is played. One way to improve the playability of discs with such defects, is to locate the defect in time and then handle it in a special way. This time localisation is needed to be rather accurate. Fang's algorithm for segmentation of the time axis is used since it has good performance in an application like this. Fang's algorithm has a clear potential for time localisation for some defects but not for other defects. The time location of these other defects are impmved by using another method. The normally used threshold method is improved to handle skewness of the disc and to improve localisation of the end of the defect.
INTRODUCTION
Almost everyone has experienced problems with their Compact Disc player (CD player), when they play a CD with surface defects. The CD player randomly jumps to another p a t of the disc or stops playing. The Optical Pickup Unit (OPU) which is used to retrieve the information from the disc, is kept focused and tracked on the information track by two control loops, since there is no physical contact between the OPU and the disc. The OPU feeds the controllers with indirect measurements of the physical distances in the focus and radial tracking directions, (er and er), these distances are illustrated in Fig. 1 . During a defect these signals are degenerated, and if not handled in some way, the controllers will force the OPU out of focus and radial tracking due to the defective sensor signals.
Handling these defects requires knowledge of the time locations of the defects, in other words in which time interval the controller shall react differently to the sensor information. Since the information is used in a feedback control loop, time delays are unwanted. However, the given defect does not v'uy much from encounter number n to number n + 1, since the distance is very small compared to the defects. This distance between the track is only 1.6 Wm. This means that by adding a reliable prediction of the duration of one revolution to the time localisation of the defect on encounter n, one can predict the time location of the next encounter of the defect.
The OPU generates, in addition to ef and e,, two residuals which can he used to detect surface defects such as are widely used methods for surface defect detection, see
In [4] and [ 5 ] some more discriminating residuals are described and computed. These are computed based on the OPU outputs and models of the OPU and the defects. The next problem is to locate the location of defection in time based on the residuals (fault detection). Thresholding is often used to detect and locate the defects. In [6] methods to compute the thresholds based on statistical information is presented.
The surface defects on the disc change the frequency content of the residuals localised in time. That makes it obvious to use a method to detect and locate the defects which is based on timelfrequency analysis instead of more traditional methods where thresholding andlor variance of the residuals with and without defects are used. A time frequency based method might in this case he able to detect the beginning of the defect from the background noise.
This detection of the change in frequency contain is similar to the vocal segmentation problem described in [7] , where Fang's algorithm for segmentation of the time axis was used, [SI and [7] .
On the other hand if a thresholding method is used, it [I] , P I and PI. . An averaged frequency change function at the sample, n, AFC(n) which is an averaged version of I F C ( n ) .
A locator of the change in frequencies, which can be done by finding local extrema in the AFC(n) signal.
a ) lnstanraneous frequency change function:
The instantaneous frequency change function gives a measue of the change in spectrum of a given signal, y[n], It is done by computing the change in flatness of the spectrum of the signal. Flatness can be defined in a way that a spectrum with uniform energy distribution has a high degree of flatness, and a spectrum with concentrated energy distribution has a low degree of flatness.
First define three intervals: a, : [n ~ l,n + 11, b, : [n -1, n] and cn : [n, n + 11, where 1 E 2+. Now compute the flatness of the spectra of y in these three intervals:
the flatness of spectrum of y in the interval a,, X,"(y) the flatness of spectrum of y in the interval b, and X,-(y) the flatness of spectrum of y in the interval cn. The instantaneous frequency change function can now be
where n E {rj + I , . . . , N -7 -l } , 17 is the window overlap of the used spectrum transform, and N is the block length.
To explain how this method works, imagine a signal with one frequency content and another finite short signal with another frequency content. This second signal is added to the first signal stating at sample nl. The sum of these signals is called y[n]. The I F C ( n ) will in theory due to its definition have an extremum at nl indicating that the frequency has changed at sample nl.
Until now a spectrum was assumed but the transformation used is not mentioned. The smooth DC4-IV transform is chosen since it is a smooth orthogonal basis with a good resolution of the frequency axis. In addition it has a fast implementation, see 191. The flatness of the spectrum can be measured by the Shannon entropy [9] of the squared spectrum, see [7] 1-1 hand if the design is based on the defect in Fig. 3 , it results in a design which cannot be used to detect the beginning and end of the defect in Figs. 2 and 4 . A design based on the defect in Fig. 4 was also tried, with the result that it was well suited to locate the defect in Fig. 4 hut not the defect in Fig. 3 . The last example, Fig. 4 , looks like the first one, This means that using the AFC of the residuals in some cases gives a much better time localisation of the defect than by using thresholds since such methods due to the signal noise never can detect the beginning of the defect.
The AFC of the first defect seems to do exactly this.
Unfortunately it does not have the same good results in the other examples, see Fig. 3 . This AFC looks like a low-pass filtered version of the original signal. The defect could then be located by using a threshold. However, the DCT used in the AFC is a computationally demanding algorithm. One way to use this method for time localisation of defects is to use a previous classification of the defects, and adapt a number of AFC filters to the different classes of defects. This is usable since the defects slowly but steady are evolved for each turn of the disc from being no problem to handle to becoming one. This means it is possible to classify the defect before using the AFC filters to Locate the defect in time.
Even though the clear potential of the AFC based detection for some defects represented in Fig. 2 it does not show the same good potentials in a situation like in Fig. 3 , it cannot be concluded that using one AFC filter is recommendable in general for time localisation of surface defects on optical discs. A strategy could he to implement a number of AFC filters, where each was adapted to a given class of defects. This strategy would probably have an improved time localisation of the surface defects, but would require a high amount of computations.
1v. CLEANING OF RESIDUALS
Using thresholds for time localisation of the defect has a problem in the skew discs. The skewness of the disc results in oscillating references to the focus and radial distances, which are handled by the controllers. The used residuals are designed in a way such that they should he decoupled from these distances. However, in addition to these variations the skewness also results in oscillations in the received amount of energy at the detectors. This can be seen as oscillations in [n] . The skewness is illustrated in Fig. 9 , where it can he seen that a skew disc does not reflect all the light back to the OPU. A couple of residuals with a clear skewness problem is illustrated by an example from a disc with a scratch and a skewness problem, Fig. 8 . In the following an "ad-hoc" method for handling this problem is suggested. If threshold based detection is performed on these residuals the required threshold for detection of the defects is dependent on the defects location on the disc, and if the defect is placed at the top of the oscillation this choice needs to be high to ensure no false detections. This means a late detection.
The skewness component in the signal is low frequent, almost quasi constant, (it is the rotational frequency of the CO). It can be removed at sample n by subtracting the mean of the block of samples [n -2k,n -11, where k is chosen in a way that the block is not too shoa or long, this gives a low frequent bandstop filter. Using this method the skewness components are removed from the example, see Fig. 10 . An altemative to this method is the use of a notch filter, which should be adapted to the given rotation frequency and disc.
v. EXTENDED THRESHOLD
To avoid the mean to change during a defect, these mean blocks need to be much longer than the defect itself. This is not an optimal solution, since a long mean block requires either a large memory or a large number of computations. By inspection it is seen that this skewness component does not change during defects. This means that one "ad-hoc" solution to the mean problem is to fix the mean from the sample the defect is detected, to the sample one block length after the end of the defect. The block meaning is implemented in ( 6 ) and (8).
Noises in ay[n] and e,[n] make it difficult to use an absolute threshold. Instead a relative one to the variance of the non-defect residual parts can be used.
To make sure that it is a defect which is detected, the used threshold for the detection of the beginning of the defect needs to be larger than the noises in the residuals. However, having the knowledge of a defect present it is possible to have a lower threshold for detection of the end at the defect. In other words a multiple threshold is used. Using this multiple threshold, somehow handles two problems. The large threshold for heginning detection, &g, limits the numbers of the false positive detections of defects, and the small threshold for end detection, lend, improves the detection of the end of the defect, implemented in (5) and
(7).
The mapping from the two residuals to one detection signal, is proposed in [ 5 ] , simply by taking the 00 nom of the two detections. The detection decision schemes can now he described
Since the time localisation is not performed on-line, it is possible to improve the localisation of the beginning of the fault. The relative high threshold used for detection of the beginning is used. to avoid false detections, meaning localisation of none faults. But if a fault beginning is located, the algorithm could extended to step back the residuals as long the residuals has a higher value than a smaller threshold, ~k g , l o w . This method forms the second version of extended threshold method.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In the following the two extended threshold methods are compared with a traditional threshold on some test data, which are different from data used in the AFC detection since these signals need to have a skewness component to show the potential of the extended threshold. d) Resu1t.s on the extended threshold merhod: Residuals of the test data are presented in Fig. 11. 
A. Experimental setup
The experimental setup consists of a CD player, with three beam single Foucault detector principle, (more detailed description of the CD players are given in [ I l l and [12] ), a PC with an UO-card, and signal conditioning electronics in order to connect the CD player with the VOcard. Due to the limited computational power of the CPU in the PC the sample frequency is chosen to 35 kHz. The four detector signals and the two control signals are sampled. By using the build in controller of the CD player, a number of CDs with certain defects are-sampled in a normal operation. Normal operation means that the defects are not severe enough to force the CD player in a state where it cannot The experimental work has mainly been focused on real scratches and finger prints, since artificial defects tend to he nice and regular, and they are not really challenging.
B. Resuln
The two extended and the normal threshold methods are applied to some defects. The tested residuals are illustrated in Fig. 11 .
Both the simple and the extended threshold methods were used for four different faults in the residuals illustrated in Table I it can be seen that both extended threshold methods performs better in the localisation of the end of the faults, which is expected due to the multiple thresholds. The second version of the extended threshold method does also improve the localisation of the beginning of the fault, whereas version one of the extended method performs as well as the normal threshold. The potential of the extended method regarding removal of the eccentricity is only revealed in the last example. In this example both the extended methods localise the beginning of the fault based on a1 [72] close to the beginning found by inspection, and the normal threshold method locates the faults as heginning 21 samples latter than by the inspection.
VII. CONCLUSION
Fang's method for segmentation of the time axis, based on the instantaneous frequency change function has a potential for time localisation of defects, hut it is needed to adapt the A F C filters to the different classes of defects.
The method is well suited if one would like to detect defects changing the frequency content in a narrow frequency hand.
A threshold method works in all cases even though, it for the defects which Fang's algorithm is designed to detect, is not as good as the method based on Fang's algorithm.
The threshold method is extended to improve its handling of disc eccentricity and to use multiple thresholds, meaning that one is used for detection the fault, and then the fault defect is located the beginning and the end can be detected by the use of smaller threshold. This gives a better time localisation at the beginning and end of the surface defects. 56-00-0143. The authors give their thanks to Department of Mathematics, Washington University for hosting the first author during the research for this paper.
